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Abstract
The purpose of this report is to release the data from the NASA Langley/Lewis 14 by
22 foot wind tunnel test that examined icing effects on a 1/8 scale twin-engine short-
haul jet transport model.  Presented in this document are summary data from the major
configurations tested.  The entire test database in addition to ice shape and model
measurements is available as a data supplement in CD-ROM form.  Data measured
and presented are: wing pressure distributions, model force and moment, and wing
surface flow visualization.
Nomenclature
b wing span, feet
cs slat chord length, feet
cw wing main element chord length, feet
cff forward flap element chord length, feet
cmf mid flap element chord length, feet
caf aft flap element chord length, feet
cp pressure coefficient, (pn-patm)/q
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CD drag coefficient, Drag/qS
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS
Cm pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSb
patm atmospheric pressure, lb/ft2
pn pressure at specific model tap n=1,2..., lb/ft2
q free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/ft2
S wing area, ft2
a angle of attack, deg
b sideslip angle, deg
d f flap deflection angle, deg
Introduction
Aircraft icing simulation methods are currently under development in order to provide
design and certification tools for the aircraft industry.  These tools include simulation
methods for ice accretion, ice protection system performance, and aircraft performance
degradation, and scaling methods.  As in all computer simulations of physical
processes, it is important to determine the quality of the prediction.  This paper
presents results of an experimental program designed to provide validation
information for performance degradation of a commercial transport aircraft with ice
accumulated on its wing and tail.
It is important to understand how ice accretions can influence the aerodynamic
behavior of an aircraft in order to determine the ice protection requirements and to
understand the effects of an ice protection system failure.  This is currently done
through flight and wind tunnel tests using real or artificial ice accretions.  The
development of a reliable computational tool for evaluation of performance changes
due to ice accretion would help to decrease the number of such tests and in turn
reduce the time and costs of design and certification.
The need for a computational tool and therefore a validation database is based on the
desire of several aircraft manufacturers to determine the size and shape of ice
accretions which are critical to aerodynamic performance.  Currently, there is not a
great deal of such data publicly available for a complete aircraft with ice.  There have
been several studies of airfoil and wing models with leading edge ice accretions1-3.
These have provided information of sufficient quality to assess the accuracy of
computational simulations and have helped to point out areas for improvement of such
simulation methods.   The data from this test program should serve a similar purpose
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for the evaluation of simulation methods applied to complete aircraft configurations.
Presented in this document are summary data from the major configurations tested.
The entire test database in addition to ice shape and model measurements is
available as a data supplement in CD-ROM form.  A discussion of the test results is
available in Reference 4.
Test Apparatus
The wind tunnel test was conducted in the NASA Langley 14 by 22 foot subsonic wind
tunnel.  The test article was a 1/8 scale twin-engine short-haul jet transport model.
Several aircraft configurations were examined including various flap and slat
deflections, with and without landing gear.   Two separate configurations of leading
edge ice contamination were tested in addition to the uncontaminated baseline
configuration.
Facility Description
The NASA Langley 14 by 22 foot Subsonic Tunnel5 is a closed-circuit, single return,
atmospheric wind tunnel with a test section that can be operated in a variety of
configurations: closed, slotted, partially open, and open.  For this test, the test section
was operated in the closed configuration.  The closed test section is 14.5 feet high by
21.75 feet wide by 50 feet long.
Model Description
The model used for this test was a 1/8 scale twin-engine subsonic transport with multi-
element wings6 shown in figure 1.  The empennage consisted of a vertical tail with
rudder and a motorized horizontal stabilizer with elevator.  The engines were
represented by two flow-through nacelles.  The model was tested in cruise, take-off,
and landing configurations.
Ice shape description
Two different artificial ice shapes were used for this test.  They were based upon
drawings of ice shapes used by Boeing (for a mid 1960s wind tunnel test of a similar
aircraft7).  The two shapes represent realistically sized ice accretions for this
configuration.  Because of the age of the information, no clear documentation was
identified stating the method of determining these shapes, however, it is conjectured
that the shapes were developed using either the Boeing ice shape prediction
technique8 or the method described in the FAA icing handbook9.
The Boeing outlines were transformed to provide the appropriate scale and orientation
for production of the artificial ice shapes in the NASA Lewis Research Center's wood-
model shop.  The ice shapes were manufactured for inboard and outboard wing,
vertical tail and horizontal tail surfaces for both sides of the aircraft.  The ice shapes
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were attached to the aircraft model using mechanical fasteners and double sided
adhesive tape.  Figures 2 and 3 show the artificial ice shapes attached to the
horizontal tail.  After being attached, the joints between the aircraft model and the ice
shapes were filled using modeling clay.  Profiles of the ice shapes installed on the
aerodynamic surfaces were measured after the test to document the ice shapes used
and their alignment to the aircraft surfaces.
Roughness determination
The roughness size for the model ice shapes was calculated by scaling down
experimentally measured roughness.  Roughness elements have been measured in
the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel and have been determined to be on the order
of 0.02 inches10,11.  This approximate value does not appear to vary significantly as the
chord length or airfoil section changes, and is therefore considered reasonable for the
full scale transport ice accretion. The next step in calculating the model ice roughness
size was to determine an appropriate scaling method.  Neither full scale roughness
nor geometrically scaled roughness are appropriate, since neither will appropriately
address the change in the flow field due to the presence of roughness.  The method
selected was to scale the roughness with the ratio of the model to full scale boundary
layer momentum thicknesses.  The momentum thickness was calculated for both the
full scale and 1/8 scale ice shapes using Cebeci's IBL computer program12,13.  The
average ratio between the two momentum thickness was 0.5411.  When the full scale
roughness size of 0.02 inches is multiplied by the scaling ratio of 0.5411, the scale
model roughness size becomes 0.011 inches.  This corresponds to a roughness that
falls between a #60 and #70 grit.  #60 grit, with nominal 0.0117 inch diameters, was
utilized for this experiment.  Figure 4 is a close-up view of the grit applied to the
artificial ice shape.
Test Procedures
The test was conducted at dynamic pressures, q, from 10 lb/ft2 to 50 lb/ft2
corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 8.2 x 105 to 1.8 x 106 and Mach numbers of
0.08 to 0.18.  Data was obtained over an angle-of-attack range from -4o through 16o
with sideslip varying from -10o to 10o.
Aerodynamic forces and moments were obtained with a six-component strain-gauge
balance and wing pressures were obtained with electronically scanned pressure
devices from flush pressure ports.  Angle-of-attack and sideslip were measured
electronically in the model/model support system.  Wing, body and wake blockage
corrections to free stream dynamic pressure14 were applied as were corrections for
tunnel wall interference15.
Two different flow visualization techniques were utilized during this test.  The first
technique was a surface oil method that utilized motor oil with a fluorescent additive
viewed under ultraviolet lighting.  The oil was painted on the left wing surface in a
span-wise direction.  When the proper test condition was achieved an overhead
photograph was quickly taken with an ultraviolet flash.  Due to the restrictive nature of
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this testing technique, only a select number of model configurations were examined
with this technique.
A less restrictive technique was utilized for almost all test conditions.  This technique
makes use of fluorescent mono-filament wing tufts glued to the left wing.  The tufts
were digitally photographed using an ultraviolet flash.  The "mini-tufts" do not provide
quite the image resolution of the oil flow visualization technique, but proved to be
much more practical for regular use since they required little upkeep from one test
condition to the next.
Data Presentation
Figures 5 through 86 represent a summary of the data available on the data
supplement CD-ROM.
The figures are organized such that figures 5 through 28 display the results of the
testing with the intermediate temperature ice shape (Ice #2, figure 3) with the model in
the d f=40o wing configuration.  Results shown are the CL, Cm, CD, Cl, Cn, CY curves,
pressure coefficient curves, oil flow visualization, and mini-tuft flow visualization
images.
Figures 29-46 represent the results for Ice #2 with the model in the cruise wing
configuration. Results shown are the CL, Cm, CD, Cl, Cn, CY curves, pressure coefficient
curves, and mini-tuft flow visualization images.
Figures 47-58 represent the results of testing with the low temperature ice shape (Ice
#1, figure 2) with the model in the d f=40o wing configuration. Results shown are the CL,
Cm, CD, Cl, Cn, CY curves, pressure coefficient curves, and mini-tuft flow visualization
images.
Figures 59-69 represent the results for Ice #1 with the model in the d f=30o wing
configuration. Results shown are the CL, Cm, CD, Cl, Cn, CY curves, pressure coefficient
curves, and mini-tuft flow visualization images.
Figures 70-86 represent the results for Ice #1 with the model in the cruise wing
configuration. Results shown are the CL, Cm, CD, Cl, Cn, CY curves, pressure coefficient
curves, and mini-tuft flow visualization images.
Data Supplement
This report and its data supplement (in the form of a CD-ROM) are available from the
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI), 800 Elkridge Landing Road,
Linthicum Heights, Maryland, 21090-2934 (NASA Access Help Desk (301)621-0390).
On the CD-ROM, the following information is available:
-Test database--the database is in Data Analysis System16 (DAS) “ffsif” format (the
DAS program is available from NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA)
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-Model photographs
-Model measurements--measurements of the model with the ice shapes installed
(made with  portable laser profilometer developed by Hovenac and Vargas17)
-Model measurements notes--model measurement file naming convention
-Ice shape measurements--detailed measurements of the ice shapes
-Ice shape measurements notes--ice shape measurement file naming convention
-Mini-tuft images
-Mini-tuft image catalog
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Figure 1.—NASA Langley 1/8 scale twin engine subsonic transport model.
Figure 2.—Ice shape #1 on the model horizontal tail.
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Figure 3.—Ice shape #2 on the model horizontal tail.
Figure 4.—Grit applied to ice shapes.
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                  Figure 5.—Effects of Ice #2 on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
                     of the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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Figure 6.— Effects of Ice #2 and sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic
                              characteristics of the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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              Figure 7.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model in
                 the d f=40o configuration.
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                 Figure 7 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
        for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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              Figure 8.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model in
                  the d f=40o configuration.
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                Figure 8 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
                   for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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           Figure 9.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model in
               the d f=40o configuration.
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            Figure 9 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for
                the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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              Figure 10.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model in
                 the d f=40o configuration.
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                Figure 10 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
                   for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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Figure 11.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, d f=40o, a =4o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 12.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, d f=40o, a =10o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 13.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, d f=40o, a =14o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 14.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a =4o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 15.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a =10o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 16.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a =14o, run 314 condition.
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Figure 17.—Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =0o condition.
Figure 18.—Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =8o condition.
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Figure 19.—Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =10o condition.
Figure 20.—Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =12o condition.
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Figure 21.—Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =13o condition.
Figure 22.—-Main wing flow visualization for ice #2,  d f=40o, a =15o condition.
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Figure 23.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =0o condition.
Figure 24.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =8o condition.
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Figure 25.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =10o condition.
Figure 26.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =12o condition.
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Figure 27.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =13o condition.
Figure 28.—Main wing flow visualization for no ice,  d f=40o, a =15o condition.
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        Figure 29.—Effects of Ice #2 on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the
            model in the cruise configuration.
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                Figure 30.—Effects of Ice #2 and sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic
                   characteristics of the model in the cruise configuration.
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                  Figure 31.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the
                      model in the cruise configuration.
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             Figure 31(concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the
                 model in the cruise configuration.
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              Figure 32.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model
                  in the cruise configuration.
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                  Figure 32 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
                     for the model in the cruise configuration.
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               Figure 33.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model
                   in the cruise configuration.
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                    Figure 33 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
                        for the model in the cruise configuration.
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                Figure 34.—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution for the model
                    in the cruise configuration.
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                  Figure 34 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #2 on the wing pressure distribution
                      for the model in the cruise configuration.
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                   Figure 35.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #2, cruise configuration, a =4o,
          run 495 condition.
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    Figure 36.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #2, cruise configuration, a =10o,
        run 495 condition.
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     Figure 37.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =14o,
        run 495 condition.
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     Figure 38.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =4o,
        run 486 condition.
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    Figure 39.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =10o,
       run 486 condition.
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    Figure 40.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a =14o,
       run 486 condition.
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      Figure 41.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =4o,
         run 516 condition.
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   Figure 42.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =10o,
      run 516 condition.
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    Figure 43.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard ice #2, cruise configuration, a  =14o,
       run 516 condition.
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      Figure 44.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice,cruise configuration, a  =4o, run 500
         condition.
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      Figure 45.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, cruise configuration, a  =10o, run 500
         condition.
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     Figure 46.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, cruise configuration, a  =14o, run 500
        condition.
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    Figure 47.—Effects of Ice #1 on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
        of the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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             Figure 48.—Effects of Ice #1 and sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic
                 characteristics of the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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Figure 49.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
   in the d f=40o configuration.
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   Figure 49 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
       for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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Figure 50.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
   in the d f=40o configuration.
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Figure 50 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
    for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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   Figure 51.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
       in the d f=40o configuration.
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     Figure 51 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
        for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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    Figure 52.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
       in the d f=40o configuration.
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    Figure 52 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
       for the model in the d f=40o configuration.
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   Figure 53.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=40o, a =4o, b =-5o, run 263
      condition.
   Figure 54.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=40o, a  =10o, b  =-5o, run 263
      condition.
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 Figure 55.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=40o, a  =14o, b  =-5o, run 263
     condition.
Figure 56.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a  =4o, b  =-5o, run 280 condition.
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Figure 57.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a  =10o, b  =-5o, run 280 condition.
Figure 58.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=40o, a  =14o, b  =-5o, run 280 condition.
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    Figure 59.—Effects of Ice #1 on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
        of the model in the d f=30o configuration.
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      Figure 60.—Effects of Ice #1 and sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic
         characteristics characteristics of the model in the d f=30o configuration.
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Figure 61.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
    in the d f=30o configuration.
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  Figure 61 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distribution
                                for the model in the d f=30o configuration.
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  Figure 62.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distribution for the model
      in the d f=30o configuration.
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 Figure 62 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distribution
                  for the model in the d f=30o configuration.
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Figure 63.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distribution for the model
    in the d f=30o configuration.
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Figure 63 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distribution
       for the model in the d f=30o configuration.
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Figure 64.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=30o, a =4o, run 334 condition.
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       Figure 65.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=30o, a  =10o, run 334
          condition.
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      Figure 66.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard ice #1, d f=30o, a  =14o, run 334
         condition.
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Figure 67.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=30o, a  =4o, run 349 condition.
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Figure 68.—-Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=30o, a  =10o, run 349 condition.
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Figure 69.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, d f=30o, a  =14o, run 349 condition.
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    Figure 70.—Effects of Ice #1 on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
        of the model in the cruise configuration.
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Figure 71.--Effects of Ice #1 and sideslip on the lateral aerodynamic
                 characteristics of the model in the cruise configuration.
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    Figure 72.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
        in the cruise configuration.
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          Figure 72 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
              for the model in the cruise configuration.
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    Figure 73.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
        in the cruise configuration.
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       Figure 73 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
          for the model in the cruise configuration.
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   Figure 74.—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions for the model
       in the cruise configuration.
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      Figure 74 (concluded).—Effect of Ice #1 on the wing pressure distributions
          for the model in the cruise configuration.
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     Figure 75.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a =4o,
          run 464 condition.
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  Figure 76.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =10o, run
     464 condition.
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    Figure 77.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for all wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =14o,
        run 464 condition.
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 Figure 78.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =4o,
    run 474 condition.
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Figure 79.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =10o,
   run 474 condition.
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Figure 80.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for outboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =14o,
    run 474 condition.
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  Figure 81.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =4o,
      run 481 condition.
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 Figure 82.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =10o,
     run 481 condition.
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 Figure 83.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for inboard wing ice #1, cruise configuration, a  =14o,
    run 481 condition.
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       Figure 84.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice,cruise configuration, a  =4o, run 450
         
 condition.
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     Figure 85.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice,cruise configuration, a  =10o, run 450
       
 condition.
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     Figure 86.—Wing mini-tuft flow visualization for no ice, cruise configuration, a  =14o, run 450
       
 condition.
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Wind Tunnel Measured Effects on a Twin-Engine Short-Haul Transport Caused
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Data report for TM107143, which bears the same title. Andrew Reehorst, Mark Potapczuk, and Thomas Ratvasky, NASA
Lewis Research Center; Brenda Gile Laflin, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, 23681–0001. Respon-
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The purpose of this report is to release the data from the NASA Langley/Lewis 14 by 22 foot wind tunnel test that
examined icing effects on a 1/8 scale twin-engine short-haul jet transport model. Presented in this document are summary
data from the major configurations tested. The entire test database in addition to ice shape and model measurements is
available as a data supplement in CD-ROM form. Data measured and presented are: wing pressure distributions, model
force and moment, and wing surface flow visualization.
